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Abstract. The first polynomial time algorithm (O(n4 )) for modular decomposition appeared in 1972 [8] and since then there have been incremental improvements, eventually resulting in linear time algorithms [22,
7, 23, 9]. Although an optimal time complexity these algorithms are quite
complicated and difficult to implement. In this paper we present an easily
implementable linear time algorithm for modular decomposition. This
algorithm use the notion of factorizing permutation and a new datastructure, the Ordered Chain Partitions.

1

Introduction

The notion of module naturally arises from different combinatorial structures [26]
and appears under the names of autonomous sets, homogeneous sets, intervals,
partitive sets, clans. . . Modular decomposition is often the first algorithmic step
for many graph problems including recognition, decision and optimization problems. Indeed, it plays an important role in various graphs recognition algorithms
(eg. cographs [5], interval graphs [25], permutation graphs [29] and other classes
of perfect graphs [12, 2]), and in the transitive orientation problem (see [11, 23]).
Interested reader should refer to [26] for a survey on modular decomposition.
For a few years, linear-time algorithms have been known to exist ([22, 7, 23,
9]) but remain still rather complicated. Therefore in the late 90’s, a series of
authors attempts to design practical modular decomposition algorithms, even
quasi-linear. In [24], an O(n + m log n) algorithm was proposed while [16, 9] got
an O(n+m.α(n, m)) complexity bound (where α(n, m) is the reverse Ackermann
function). Such phenomena in the algorithmic progresses for a given problem is
quite common. For example the first linear time algorithm for the interval graph
recognition problem appears in 1976 [1]. This algorithm uses sophisticated datastructures, namely the PQ-trees. Since then, successive simplifications has been
proposed [20, 6, 14]. One can also refer to planarity. The first linear time planarity
testing algorithms that appear in the early 70’s [19, 1] are rather complicated.
Simpler algorithms have been later designed. Designing optimal but simple algorithms is a great algorithmic challenge. It was still an open problem to design
a very simple linear time modular decomposition algorithm. We propose one
(depicted in Figure 7) in this paper.
?

For a full version of this extended abstract, see [15]
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Any graph G = (V, E) considered here will be simple and undirected, with
n = |V | vertices and m = |E| edges. The complement of a graph G is denoted
by G. If X is a subset of vertices, then G[X] is the subgraph of G induced
by X. Let x be an arbitrary vertex, then N (x) and N (x) stand respectively
for the neighborhood of x and its non-neighborhood. A vertex x separates (or
distinguishes) two vertices u and v iff (x, u) ∈ E and (x, v) ∈
/ E. A module M of
a graph G is a set of vertices that is not separated by any vertex:
∀x ∈
/ M, ∀y, z ∈ M, (x, y) ∈ E ⇐⇒ (x, z) ∈ E.
The modules of a graph are a potentially exponential-sized family. However,
the sub-family of strong modules, the modules that overlap1 no other module,
has size O(n). The inclusion order of this family defines the modular tree decomposition, which is enough to store the module family of a graph [26]. The
root of this tree is the trivial module V and its n leaves are the trivial modules
{x}, x ∈ V .
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Fig. 1. A graph and its modular tree decomposition. The set {1, 2} is a strong module.
The module {7, 8} is weak: it is overlapped by the module {8, 9}. The permutation
σ = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) is a modular factorizing permutation.

It is well-known that any graph G with at least three vertices either is not
connected (G is obtained from a parallel composition of its connected components); either its complement G is not connected (G is obtained from a series
composition of the connect components of G); or G and G are both connected.
In the last case, the maximal (with respect to inclusion) modules define a partition of the vertex-set and are said to be a prime composition. It follows that the
modular decomposition tree can be recursively built by top-down approach: at
each step, the algorithm recurses on graphs induced by the maximal strong modules. Such a technique gives an O(n4 ) algorithm in [8], the first polynomial-time
algorithm of a list that counts dozens of them2 .
The idea of modular factorizing permutation has been introduced in [3]: a
permutation σ of the vertices of the graph such that, for each strong module,
the reverse image σ 1 (M ) is an interval of N. It is clear that a DFS on the modular tree decomposition orders the leaves as a modular factorizing permutation.
Conversely, [4] proposed a simple and linear-time algorithm that, given a graph
and one of its factorizing permutations, computes the modular decomposition
1
2

A overlaps B if A ∩ B 6= ∅, A \ B 6= ∅ and B \ A 6= ∅
See [27] or http://www.lirmm.fr/~montgolfier/HistDM.html
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tree. This algorithm first computes a bracketing of the factorizing permutation,
where each couple of parentheses encloses the separators of two consecutive vertices. This bracketing defines a tree, and with a few node operations, one can
produce the modular decomposition tree (in other words, a factorizing permutation can be seen as the compression of the modular tree decomposition into
a linear structure). It follows that the modular decomposition problem reduces
to the computation of a modular factorizing permutation. In some cases such
a permutation is given for free. In the case of chordal graphs, any Cardinality
Lexicographic BFS yields a modular factorizing permutation [20]. [10, 13] used
a similar notion to decompose an inheritance graph into blocks or modules. Recently, it has been shown for some intersection graphs families (namely interval
graphs and permutation graphs), whose intersection model requires O(n) space,
that a factorizing permutation can be easily retrieved from the model yielding
an O(n) algorithm that computes the modular tree decomposition (see [27] or
[21] for similar results).
We propose here the first linear-time algorithm that computes a modular factorizing permutation without computing the underlying decomposition tree. The
present algorithm, combined with the one of [4], is therefore a simple linear-time
modular decomposition algorithm, in two steps (first the modular factorizing
permutation, then the modular decomposition tree). Using new data-structure,
the Ordered Chain Partitions, we reduce the complexity to linear time. Avoiding
in a first step the computation of the decomposition tree provides a real simplification of the modular decomposition algorithm. Indeed, as in [16], easy vertex
partitioning rules are used.

2

Module-factorizing orders

Let G = (V, E) be a graph and let O be a partial order on V . For two comparable
elements x and y where x ≺O y we state x precedes y and y follows x. Two subsets
A and B cross if ∃a, a0 ∈ A and ∃b, b0 ∈ B such that a ≺O b and a0 O b0 . A
linear extension of a poset is a completion of the poset into a total order.
Definition 1. A partial order O is a Module-Factorizing Partial Order (MFPO)
of V (G) if two non-intersecting strong modules of G do not cross.
The modular factorizing permutations (hereafter factorizing permutation for
short) are exactly the module-factorizing total orders.
Proposition 1. A partial order O is an MFPO if and only if it can be completed
into a factorizing permutation.
Our algorithm starts with the trivial partial order (with no comparison between any pair of vertices), which is an MFPO. Then the order is extended with
new comparisons between vertices. When the order is total, the process stops.
Proving that the extensions preserve its module-factorizing property shows the
correctness of the algorithm, namely the final order is a factorizing permutation.
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Towards a linear time algorithm

In [16], an O(n + m log n) algorithm, based on partition refinement techniques
[28], was proposed to compute a modular factorizing permutation. This algorithm uses a restricted class of MFPO: the ordered partitions [28]. They are
easy to handle, using a simple implementation, where most operations can be
performed in O(1). This section describes the main techniques of [16], also used
by our algorithm.
Definition 2. An ordered partition is a collection {P1 , . . . Pk } of pairwise disjoint parts, with V = P1 ] . . . ] Pk , and an order O such that for all x ∈ Pi and
y ∈ Pj , x ≺O y iff i < j.
Algorithm of [16] starts with the trivial partition (a single part equal to the
vertex set) and iteratively extends (or refines) it until every part is a singleton.
A center vertex c ∈ V is distinguished and two refining rules, preserving the
MPFO property, are used. These rules are defined by Lemma 1.
Lemma 1. [16]
1. Center Rule: For any vertex c, the ordered partition N (c) ] {c} ] N (c) is
module-factorizing.
2. Pivot Rule: Let O = P1 ] . . . ] {c} ] . . . ] Pk be an ordered partition with
center c and let p ∈ Pi such that Pj , i 6= j, overlaps N (p). If O is an MFPO,
then the following refinements preserve the module-factorizing property:
(a) if Pi ≺O Pj ≺O {c} or {c} ≺O Pj ≺O Pi , then replace Pj by (N (p) ∩ Pj ) ]
(N (p) ∩ Pj ) (in that order),
(b) otherwise replace Pj by (N (p) ∩ Pj ) ] (N (p) ∩ Pj ) (in that order),
The center rule
N (c)

c

The pivot rule, case (a)

c

Pj

N (p) ∩ Pj

Pi
p

N (p) ∩ Pj

The pivot rule, case (b)

c

N (c)

N (p) ∩ Pj
p

Pi

N (p) ∩ Pj
Pj

Fig. 2. The refinement rules defined in [16].
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The center rule set a center and breaks a trivial partition to start the algorithm. Once launched, the process goes on based on the pivot rule, that splits
each part Pj (saves the pivot part Pi ), according to the neighborhood of the
pivot. When Algorithm of Figure 3 ends, every part is a module. To obtain a
factorizing permutation, it has to be recursively relaunched on the non-singleton
parts. The complexity issues depend on the choice of the part P (l.4 of Algorithm of Figure 3). Using Hopcroft’s rule [18], [16] achieves an O(m log n)
time-complexity.

Refine(G,O = {V })
1. Pick a center c
2. Extend O using the center rule with c
3. While the partition can be extended further Do
4.
Select a part P
5.
For each p ∈ P Do
6.
Extend O using the pivot rule with p
7. End of while

Fig. 3. Partition refinement scheme of [16].

4

Ordered chain partition and linear time algorithm

To improve the complexity down to linear-time, our algorithm uses each vertex
a constant number of times as a pivot. This algorithm is depicted in Figure 7.
An example of execution is presented in Appendix.
Definition 3. An ordered chain partition (OCP) is a partial order such that
each vertex belongs to one and only one chain, and one chain belongs to one and
only one part. The vertex of the same chain are totally ordered, the chains of
the same part are uncomparable, and the parts are totally ordered

Parts

Chains

Fig. 4. An Ordered Chain Partition.

A trivial chain contains only one vertex, and a monochain part contains
only one chain. The OCPs generalize the Ordered Partitions since in the latter

6
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ones contain only trivial chains. C(x) will denote the chain containing x while
P(x) will denote the part of the partition containing x. Each chain C has a
representative vertex r(C) ∈ C. During the algorithm, the chains will behave
as their representative vertex (the tests for the refinement rules are done on
the representatives). Notice that chains are possibly merged. In that case, the
representative of the new chain is one of the former representatives (indeed it
will be the old center). But chains will never be split.
The algorithm still uses the center rule and the pivot rule (see Lemma 1).
The chains are moved by these two rules, according to the adjacency between
their representative vertex and the center or the pivot. There is a third rule,
the chaining rule (line 9 of algorithm of figure 7). Unlike the two first ones,
this third rule removes comparisons from the order. This rule first concatenates
a sequence of monochain parts, that occur consecutively in O, into one chain.
Then this new chain is inserted into one of the two parts, say P, neighboring the
chain (see Figure 5). The comparisons between the chain and P are lost. But
since the number of chains strictly decreases during the algorithm, the process
is guaranteed to end. Finally the above invariant is satisfied.

Before
P
After

P

Fig. 5. The chaining rule, chaining the black vertices into P.

Invariant 1 The ordered chain partition O is an MFPO of V (G) and no chain
is overlapped by some strong module.

Fig. 6. Position of a strong module M (black vertices) in O (Invariant 1).

To use any vertex O(1) times as a pivot, the algorithm picks only one vertex
per part to extend the OCP (instead of all the vertices of the part as [16]
did). A chain is used if its representative vertex has been yet used as pivot.
Similarly a part is used if it contains an used chain. Any used part already has
a pivot, therefore no other vertex can be chosen as pivot. Unlike Algorithm of
Figure 3, when all parts are used, the non-trivial (multichain) parts are not
necessarily modules. The algorithm chooses a new center and recurses (see line
12 of Algorithm of Figure 7).
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Refine(G,O,[[i, j]],c)
/*[[i, j]] denotes the working factor of O
1. Split [[i, j]] using the c center rule
/* in which the pivots are chosen
2. While some multichain part in [[i, j]] exists Do
3.
While there is an unused part in [[i, j]] Do
4.
Select a unused part P ⊂ [[i, j]] and a chain C ∈ P
5.
Extend O using the pivot rule with p = r(C)
6.
End of while
7.
If some multichain part in [[i, j]] exists Then
8.
Find the multichain part P 0 of the new center cn
9.
Create the new chain S containing c and cn using the chaining rule
10.
Add C to P 0
11.
Extend O using the pivot rule with cn
12.
Refine(G,O,P(cn ),cn )
13.
End of if
14. End of while
Fig. 7. Linear-time algorithm.

Choice of the new center (line 8 of Algorithm of Figure 7) As already seen in
the algorithm of [16], the center plays an important role (see Lemma 1). The rule
described below was already defined and proved in the context of cographs [17].
Indeed the following invariant is the basis of the correctness proof:
Invariant 2 Let M be a strong module and c be the center. Then either c belongs
to M , or any parts intersecting M is monochain, or a part P such that M ⊆ P
exists.
The new center cn must fulfill Invariant 2, as the old center c did. If all the
strong modules containing c but not cn are included in P(c), then Invariant 2
holds. Let PL (resp. PR ) be the rightmost (resp. leftmost) multichain part that
precedes (resp. follows) c. As both parts are used, their pivots pL and pR are
defined. One of them is chosen for the recursive call, and its pivot becomes the
new center. Only one pivot among pL and pR distinguishes the other from the
center c. The rule chooses that pivot (wlog. say pL see Figure 8.b) as new center.
A simple adjacency test between pL and pR is enough to implement that choice.
Assume the other choice is made: ie. pL distinguishes c and pR and pR has been
chosen as the new center. It could exist a module containing c and pL but not
pR : such a module would violate Invariant 2, a contradiction.

a)

pL

c

pR

b)

pL

c

Fig. 8. In case a), the new center is pR , in case b) pL is chosen.

pR
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Center and pivot rules modified The pivot rule works as described in
Lemma 1 (rule 2). The center rule should be handled carefully. It breaks P(c),
the part containing the new center c, into three parts (see Lemma 1, rule 1). The
case where P(c) ∩ N (c) or P(c) ∩ N (c) is empty, could hinder the algorithm since
the number of parts does not increase (a similar problem was observed in [17]
for the cograph recognition). This case occurs when c and the previous center
cp are both adjacent (respectively nonadjacent) to the other representatives of
P(c). It can be shown that P(c) has at least three chains. Therefore if C(cp ),
the chain containing the old center, is put in that empty part, then cycling is
avoided and the module-fatorizing property is still valid.
The chaining rule (line 9, Algorithm of Figure 7) When a new center cn is
chosen, there are only monochain parts between cn and c. The chain to concatenate with P(cn ), using the chaining rule, starts from P(cn ), contains c and
extends until a certain chain C(a) that is contained in a monochain part. Wlog.
assume that cn ≺ c and define (1) as the property that a part P in the working
factor (P ⊂ [[i, j]]) fulfills if:
P O P(c) is a monochain part and (P ivot[P], cn ) ∈
/E

(1)

Let P 0 be the leftmost part (wrt. O) that violates (1) and such that any
part between P(c) and P 0 satisfies (1). Since P(c) fullfills (1), part P 0 exists.
The chain S to concatenate with P(cn ) starts from the part that follows P(cn )
and extends until P 0 (excluded). Lemma 2, required in the proof of Theorem 1,
ensures that the strong modules containing c but not cn are included in P(cn ).
Invariant 2 will be fulfilled, and the algorithm can be relaunched.
Lemma 2. Let Pc be the part resulting from the concatenation of P(cn ) and S
by the chaining rule. Every module containing c but not cn is included in Pc .
Notice that the part P(c) now contains two used chains, C(c) and C(cn ). But
the center rule, at next recursive call, will separate. Then the invariant property
(usefull for proving time complexity) that every part contains at most one used
chain, holds.
The problem of bad pivots, and the working factor In [16], it has been
shown that the refinement rules (center and pivot rule, see Lemma 1) can be
applied as long as any pivot that precedes the center c is non-adjacent with it,
while a pivot that follows the center is one of its neighbors. In the new algorithm,
the choice of a new pivot could hinder that property. A vertex x ∈ P is said to
be bad if:
either x ≺O c and x ∈ N (c); or x O c and x ∈ N (c)
A chain is bad if its representative is bad; and a part is bad if it contains a
bad part. Notice that the choice of pivot is restricted to a working factor. But
any refinement rule applies on any part (even those that do not belong to the
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working factor). The vertices of the working factor are those that are in P(c)
when c becomes the new center. They are exactly the scope of the center rule
that is used with c. Even after some split of P(c), it remains a factor of O. It
follows that the working factor contains no bad vertex wrt. the current center.
The working factor is denoted [[i, j]], where i and j are two integers such that,
for any linear extension σ of O, x is in the working factor iff i ≤ σ(x) ≤ j.
The following invariant shows that the bad parts are “almost” modules (indeed they are the union of some strong modules) and explains the role of the
working factor.
Invariant 3
1. Let x ∈ P be a bad vertex. If a part P is bad, then all of its chains are bad,
no strong module overlaps P and P ∩ [[i, j]] = ∅.
2. Let [[i, j]] be the working factor and c the center. No part overlaps [[i, j]]. If a
strong module M overlaps [[i, j]] then c ∈ M .
Line 11 of Algorithm of Figure 7 uses the new center once more as a pivot
in order to avoid the existence of bad chain in the incoming working factor. It
is worth to remark that the working factors are nested. Moreover the working
factor returned by any recursive call only contains monochain parts (a total
order on its vertices). As the whole vertex-set is the working factor of the main
(initial) call, when it ends, V is linearly ordered in a factorizing permutation.
Thus we have:
Theorem 1. Algorithm of Figure 7 computes a factorizing permutation of a
graph G.

5

Linear-time implementation

The algorithm described above can be implemented to run in O(n + m) time.
It uses a simple implementation of the OCP presented below. Some hints of the
complexity analysis are explained.
Ordered Chain Partition (see Figure 9) The parts of the OCP form a doubly
linked list. A part itself has a doubly linked list of its representatives vertices.
The order inside this list does not matter. The part of a representative vertex x
is explicitly mentioned using an field P art[x]. Finally, each representative vertex
points its part, and maintains and ordered list of the chain C(x), with pointers
towards heads and tails. The concatenation of two chains can thus be performed
in O(1).
Implementation of Refine Procedure First, to choose a pivot in a given
part, the algorithm simply selects the head of this list (line 4, Algorithm of Figure 7). Moreover, the choice of an unused part (line 4) can be done in O(1) time,
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Fig. 9. Implementation of an Ordered Chain Partition.

within the working factor. Indeed it suffices to manage one stack per recursive
call that contains such parts. Each time a new unused part is created (when a
part is split), it is pushed in the corresponding stack. Finally, a search of the
working factor from the part containing the current center, find, if they exist,
the parts PL and PR (line 8, Algorithm of Figure 7). If the working factor is
completely visited, then the recursion stop since no such part exists.
From the above discussion and Lemma 3, it follows that the overall running
time of the recursive calls, apart the time spent by the refinement rule, is O(n).
Lemma 3. A given vertex can be used at most once as center and twice to
extend the OCP.
Implementation of refinement rules As in [16], the center rule (line 1),
Algorithm of Figure 7) and the pivot rule (line 5) can be processed in O(|N (x)|)
time, where x is either the center or the pivot. For the chaining rule (line 9), the
”closest” part that does not satisfies Property 1 should be find. A search in the
list of parts is necessary and an adjacency test that should be done between the
new center and the pivot of the current part. It is possible to show that these
tests can be done in O(1) amortized time.
Theorem 2. Given a graph G = (V, E), the time bound of Algorithm of Figure 7
is O(n + m).
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Appendix: an example of execution

Vertex x is selcted as the first center.
a

s

y

x

z

t

u

v

w

1. z is used as pivot and split [a,s,y]

*
a

s

y

x

z

t

u

v

w

2. y is used as pivot and split [z,t,u,v,w]

x

z

t

u

v

w

3. a and u are used, but do not refine anything
between u and a, the adjacency test select u as new center

*
a

s

y

*

*
y

x

x, y, z are chained and u is the new center

z

a

s

v

w

u

y

x

z

*

4. the working factor is [v...t]. u is the new center.
t is used as pivot and split [a,s] and [v,w]
Notice that part {a,s} outside the working factor is split.

a

s

v

w

u

y

x

z

t

5. v is used as pivot and split [y−x−z,t]
Any part of the working factor is monochain
The part are linked. The center changes to a
and the process stop since a is independant.

t

*
a

s

v

w

u

y

x

z

t

a

s

v

w

u

y

x

z

t

parallel

s

a
x

series

z
v

u

y

prime
parallel

w

t

Fig. 10. The resulting factorizing permutation is a, s, v, w, u, y, x, z, t

